WWCC Volleyball

At Pierce Crossover Tournament

**FRIDAY’S RESULTS**

4-2 in Pool Play
- WWCC loses to Tacoma - #1 team in the NWAACC 25-17, 25-18
- WWCC loses to Pierce 25-22, 25-14
- WWCC defeats Everett 25-22, 25-14
- WWCC defeats Olympic 25-17, 25-16
- WWCC defeats Chemeketa - #5 team in NWAACC 25-21, 18-25, 15-10
- WWCC defeats Mt. Hood - #4 team in NWAACC 24-26, 25-20, 15-11

WWCC finishes 3rd in pool out of 7 teams

Ashley Magee 37 kills, 23 digs
“Competitive in every match. I can always count on Ashley”

Cassie Phippen 36 kills, 9 aces, 19 blocks
“Hit her stride late in the day and helped us beat some really good teams.”

Nikki Long 27 kills, 35 digs
“Posted progressively bigger numbers as the tournament went on.”

Megan Tompkins 6 aces, 51 digs
“Dug balls from some of the best hitters in the NWAACC.”

Sarah McLean 60 assists, 4 aces, 26 digs
“One of the best setters in the gym.”

Sharsti Goff 46 assists
“Played 3 different positions and excelled at them all.”

Brandie Riggs 23 assists
“Quality setting and very good at the service line.”

Corrine Holbrook 12 kills, 15 blocks
“May be the best 5’8 blocker in the NWAACC.”

Madison Baxter “Had some dynamic kills and blocks.”
**SATURDAY’S RESULTS**

Quarter Finals  
WWCC defeats Everett  25-14, 25-18, 25-9

Semi-Final  

WWCC finishes in 3rd place with a 5-3 record

**Saturday Stat Leaders**

AshleyMagee * All Tournament Team  22 kills

Sarah McLean * All Tournament Team  30 assists

Cassie Phippen  16 kills, 6 blocks

Nikki Long  17 kills

Corrine Holbrook  17 kills, 10 blocks

Sharsti Goff  38 assists, 24 digs, 5 blocks

Madison Baxter  14 kills

Megan Tompkins  27 digs

**Comments from Tim Toon * WWCC Volleyball Coach**

“The goal of this tournament was to explore some line-ups that we might need to use in future matches. Our first 2 line-up experiments were failures (losses to Tacoma & Pierce in pool play). All the other line-ups were exceptionally competitive. We can win conference matches in some of these combinations. Overall, I am very pleased with the contributions of all 12 players in uniform this weekend.”

Next match for WWCC  
At Home Wednesday vs. Big Bend  
Breast Cancer Awareness Night